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Zong Jing lu was a classic book recorded by master Yong-ming Yan-shou in the 
period of Five Dynasties， which known as "encyclopedia of Buddhism". Significant 
influence of this book is not only on later Buddhism， but also had important effect on 
whole social thought. But this book has hundreds of volumes， the length of an article 
is long， it is difficult to read and study， so many scholars excerpt in different 
topics， different perspective. Chen Pu’s Excerpt of Zong jing lu is the study objects 
of this paper which very special record in many versions. The pure consciousness and 
the consciousness affected by the experience theory in volume III of the Zong Jing lu 
and the ten names of four cognition arrange in the last in the fiftieth volumes  as the 
main content to summarize the sought of "take mind as the origin of the world" in 
Zong Jing lu. Chen Pu endorsed and explain to his excerpt content in Confucian 
perspective is different from other versions， it reflect Confucian scholar’s attitude to 
Buddhism at that time. 
In this paper I analysis text content and comment text by excerpt of Chen pu’s Zong 
Jing Lu， on the one hand I illustrate study theme and the content of this excerpt， on 
the one hand explore excerpt attitude for the Buddhist through the annotations， and 
his efforts for the Confucian and Buddhist understanding. At the same time， in the 
last part of this paper， I selected respectively the The outline of Zong Jing Lu by the 
Yongzheng Emperor of the Qing dynasty ， Wang Yangming's the outcome of 
thought of Confucian and Buddhist understanding accordingly compare to Chen Pu’s 
Excerpt of Zong Jing Lu and his Confucian and Buddhist results ，it meet Chen Pu ‘s 
objective evaluation results of Syncretion Confucian and Buddhist understanding， 
and understand the Confucian and Buddhist comprehensive understanding on purpose 
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